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Stata tip 123: Spell boundaries

Nicholas J. Cox
Department of Geography
Durham University
Durham, UK
n.j.cox@durham.ac.uk

1 Introduction

Identifying spells or runs of observations is a common problem in data management and data summary. A detailed tutorial was given in a “Speaking Stata” column (Cox 2007). That column identified some simple techniques for working with spells in Stata:

1. Mark the start of each spell with an indicator variable. The key is that observations at the start of spells will differ from their predecessors. Care may be needed in handling the very first observation, either in a dataset or in a panel.

2. Use cumulative sums to map start indicators to spell identifiers that are 1 up. It is also useful to identify gaps between spells by 0. Given identifiers, summarizing spell characteristics is then usually straightforward. *egen* functions are particularly useful.

3. Panel datasets are no more difficult than individual series, so long as you use by:. Using features allowed after *tsset* or *xtset* is perfectly sensible but not essential.

4. Some spell criteria do require two passes through the data. Typically, spells are reclassified on the second pass, say, to restrict spells to certain lengths or to allow short gaps within spells.

If you are nodding in agreement with these points, do read on. If they seem cryptic, please read (or skim) the 2007 column first.

Here I add further detail on two common problems. The first is when a spell is defined by its end condition. With just a twist, this can be recast easily as a condition for defining its start.

The second problem need not be considered as a question of defining spells but can be seen in that framework. This problem pertains to calculating the time or number of observations since some event, which can be approached directly.

2 The ends define the spells

Many spells are defined just as naturally by when they end as by when they start. Sometimes, the exact time of ending may be known, but the starting time may be
unclear or definable only arbitrarily. For example, an election marks the end of a political campaign. A birth marks the end of a pregnancy. A sale may mark the end of a period of contact between a seller and a potential buyer.

Let’s assume that we have, or can create, an indicator variable for the end of a spell, say, end. Let’s also assume that data are sorted in order of a time or other sequencing variable, possibly within panels in the case of panel or longitudinal data. The criterion for the start of a spell can then be something like

```stata
generate begin = end[_n-1] | _n == 1
```

for a single series. For panel data, it may be

```stata
bysort id (time): generate begin = end[_n-1] | _n == 1
```

Here the code is short for

```stata
generate begin = (end[_n-1] == 1) | (_n == 1)
```

and similarly for the panel case. If the indicator variable is only ever 1 or 0, then end[_n-1] == 1 yields 1 (true) precisely when end[_n-1] is 1 (true).

In general, two possibilities define the start of a spell. Either the previous observation was the end of a spell, or this is the first observation. Here _n defines observation number; under the aegis of by:, observation numbers are defined within groups; and | is the logical operator “or”.

Given that indicator variable for the beginning of a spell, a spell identifier is just

```stata
generate spellid = sum(begin)
```

Let’s see how this works with a small example. There are 7 observations, and the indicator end is 1 in observation 4.

```stata
list, sep(0)
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time</th>
<th>end</th>
<th>begin</th>
<th>spellid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some complications of this basic idea are predictable. With this approach, a spell will always be identified with identifier 1, regardless of whether the event took place. For example, the potential buyer may never have proceeded to purchase. A spell was identified as such because it started with the first observation. In that case, it may be sensible to reclassify the spell because it was incomplete. That is easy. For a single
series, we can summarize end and replace spellid if its maximum is only 0. After summarize, the maximum is accessible as r(max).

```
. summarize end, meanonly
. if r(max) == 0 replace spellid = 0
```

Here we reclassified an incomplete spell to have 0 as an identifier. Another possibility that might appeal is to reclassify to a missing value.

For panel data, we need to examine each panel separately. We can calculate the maximum of end for each panel with

```
. bysort id: egen max = max(end)
. replace spellid = 0 if max == 0
```

and thus reclassify the incomplete spell in each panel.

A similar problem arises if the last spell—whether for all the data or for a single panel—is incomplete. Again, “incomplete” means that the last observation has a value of 0 for end. For a single series, we reclassify with

```
. replace spellid = 0 if end[_N] == 0 & spellid == spellid[_N]
```

and for panel data, we merely apply that under by:

```
. bysort id (time): replace spellid = 0 if end[_N] == 0 & spellid == spellid[_N]
```

However, notice now that this technique will take care of the first problem too. If the data define a single incomplete spell, then it will also be true that the last observation has value 0 for the end indicator, and the condition that the spell identifier equals the last spell identifier will catch all the relevant data. So you can forget the first technique, or feel good about having two ways of solving the problem.

### 3 Time since an event

Researchers often want to keep track of the time since some event. Events can be anything deemed to happen at a single time or point in a sequence. A common example on Statalist is an initial public offering or a stock market launch.

In a sense, this problem is a twist on the problem of identifying the previous value of some variable that was different (Cox 2011), but the “Tip” just cited did not spell that out, and the problem fits in here quite well.

It is also a twist on the problem of identifying a counter variable indicating sequence within spells, which is a problem also discussed in Cox (2007). But we can approach it without even identifying spells explicitly, and will do so now.

We again assume an indicator variable for an event and order by time or sequence variable, possibly within panels, as in the previous section. We need not be precise about whether the event marks the start or end of a spell. Hence, we phrase matters
using a neutral variable name such as `event`. `event` will be 1 when an event occurred and 0 otherwise. The times at which events occur can be copied into a new variable with

```
. generate when = time if event
```

which is a valid command for either a single series or panel data. Note that the condition `if event` implies that values will be missing for times other than those when an event took place. But we can copy values downward in a cascade. For a single series, we use

```
. replace when = when[_n-1] if missing(when)
```

and for panel data, we use

```
. bysort id (time): replace when = when[_n-1] if missing(when)
```

If you are not familiar with this trick, it works like this: to begin, `generate` and `replace` use the current order of observations (Newson 2004). So a missing value immediately after a nonmissing value of `when` can be replaced with that nonmissing value; a missing value immediately after that can be replaced with the same nonmissing value, which is now the previous value. We then continue in a cascade until we reach the next nonmissing value or the end of the panel or the end of the data, whichever comes first.

Now the times since the last event are immediately available by subtraction, as follows:

```
. generate time_since = time - when
```

Sometimes, researchers like to restrict attention or calculation to times within some specified interval of an event, say, within the next 30 days or 2 years. The variable just created will then naturally appear in a condition specified with `if`, such as `time_since <= 30`.

An inevitable side effect of this calculation is that the variables `when` and `time_since` will be returned with missing values for observations before the first event. Typically, that should be considered logical and desirable.

An attraction of this device is that few assumptions are being made. There is no assumption that times are evenly spaced. There is no assumption that a time variable or a panel identifier variable has been declared with `tsset` or `xtset`.

A variant on the problem is that researchers sometimes want to count observations after an event rather than measure the time elapsed. The two are not equivalent whenever times are not evenly spaced or the difference between times is not 1 in whatever time units are being used. An example might be counting patient visits to a clinic after some event, say, an initial consultation.

A technique for this preference is to initialize a counter, as follows:

```
. generate counter = 0 if event
```
We then count upward (as in elementary arithmetic) by adding 1 repeatedly. For single series, use

```
    . replace counter = counter[_n-1] + 1 if missing(counter)
```

For panel data, do that within panels. If it makes more sense to regard the event itself as a count of 1, the modification is clear.
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